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DRAFT Zantiks Manual for AD & MWP 

1. Introduction 
The Zantiks units enable model organism researchers to measure behaviour simply. The            
Zantiks AD helps standardise behavioural phenotyping in animal models such as adult            
zebrafish and mice. The smaller Zantiks MWP helps standardise behavioural phenotyping in            
model organisms such as larval zebrafish, Drosophila and Daphnia. To start using the Zantiks              
unit all you need is a small space on your lab bench to place the unit, a nearby power supply so                     
that you can plug it in, and your own device (smartphone/tablet/ laptop/PC/ Mac). 

2. Updates 
The computer software in the Zantiks units is frequently updated at present, so it is possible that                 
some information in this manual is out of date. An up-to-date version can be obtained from                
info@zantiks.com. 

2.1. Updating your system 
Software updates are supplied as a *.zup file. These can be uploaded to the unit from the                 
system update page accessible from the Settings page. The unit should then be restarted,              
which is also available from the Settings page. 

3. Zantiks unit components 

3.1.a. Zantiks AD Physical Kit 
● Integrated unit (approx. 500mm H; 300mm D; 220mm W) with (see Figure 1.a.):  

○ Computer  
○ Camera  
○ Tank / cage 
○ Built in stimuli (overhead ‘house lights’, screen, mild electric shock, solid and            

liquid delivery) 
○ Zantiks software  
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● One tank (approx. 150mm H; 200mm D; 140mm W)  
● Tank inserts to create multiple different arenas (see Figure 1)  

○ 1 set of arena lengthwise dividing inserts 
○ 1 set of arena widthwise dividing inserts 
○ 1 food magazine insert  
○ 1 5-aperture insert  

● 2 metal shocking plates with cable and testing LED strip 
● Peristaltic pump with Zantiks connection cable and power cable 
● A 12V power supply  
● Zantiks router*  
● Ethernet cable 

 
*One Zantiks router is supplied with the first unit. Subsequent units can be networked to this                
router, using a network switch if necessary. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.a. Zantiks AD unit. Left: Dimensions of the AD unit. Bottom Right: Tanks with arena dividing inserts and food                    
magazine and 5 aperture inserts. 
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3.1.b. Zantiks MWP Physical Kit 
● Integrated unit (approx. 270mm H; 220mm D; 160mm W) with (see Figure 1.b.):  

○ Computer  
○ Camera  
○ Temperature control 
○ Built in stimuli (screen, vibrating motor) 
○ Zantiks software  

● A 12V power supply  
● Zantiks router*  
● Ethernet cable 

 
*One Zantiks router is supplied with the first unit. Subsequent units can be networked to this                
router, using a network switch if necessary. 
 

 
Figure 1.b. Zantiks MWP unit.  
 

3.2. Zantiks software included with the Zantiks units 
(This is the visible software, zsys is included but not visible in any directory.) 

There are infinite sample and setting scripts available, below is a selection of the ones that may                 
be included on your unit. 
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3.2.1.a. Zanscripts for Zantiks AD 

● Setting scripts 
(These scripts don’t need editing, but can be used as models for future setting scripts): 

❖ setadultzfish.zs 
❖ cppsettings2.zs  
❖ cppsettings3.zs 
❖ cppsettings4.zs 
❖ aversionlearningsettings4.zs 

● Sample experimental scripts: 
❖ cppbaseprobebluegreen2.zs 
❖ cppbaseprobegreenblue2.zs 
❖ treatmentblue2.zs 
❖ treatmentgreen2.zs 
❖ aversionlearninggreen.zs 
❖ aversionlearningblue.zs 

● Unit test scripts 
❖ feeder.zs 
❖ relays2.zs 
❖ shock.zs 

 
 

3.2.1.b. Zanscripts for Zantiks MWP 

● Setting scripts 
(These scripts don’t need editing, but can be used as models for future setting scripts): 

❖ testsettingsmwp.zs 

● Sample experimental scripts: 
❖ testscriptsmwp.zs 

● Unit test scripts 
❖ testunitscriptsmwp.zs 
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3.2.2. Assets 

Figure 2 shows example images of some of the assets/bitmap images that are included and               
referenced in some of the sample scripts for the Zantiks AD. Ensure that the correct assets,                
which are referenced in a script, are uploaded on the Zantiks unit. Assets can be found in the                  
Assets directory (link to this directory from the Home page; see Figure 3). An asset file is                 
needed for every asset mentioned in a Zanscript; including Zanscripts written into scripts as              
‘INCLUDE’ statements (i.e., ‘settings’ scripts). In most cases the assets are included in the              
‘settings’ scripts. 
 

 
Figure 2. Examples of system assets. The top left image is for use with the MWP unit, the following eight images are                      
assets for the AD. Assets are used to assign detection arenas for tracking.  
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Figure 3. Assets directory. A list of all the assets referenced in experimental scripts are uploaded and stored here.  
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4. Getting started 

4.1. How to set up the Zantiks unit 

1. Place the Zantiks unit on a stable surface near a power socket and away from               
disturbance. 

2. Insert the 12V power supply cable into the back of the Zantiks unit and plug it into the                  
mains socket (see Figure 4 for Zantiks AD). 

3. Connect the ethernet cable at the back of the Zantiks unit and plug this into any of the 4                   
slots available in the LAN section of the router (see Figure 4 for Zantiks AD).  

4. Turn on the router and turn on the mains socket for the Zantiks unit. When the Zantiks                 
unit powers on, a text screen will load and scroll across the screen in the unit. 

5. The unit’s IP address will be displayed on the screen each time the unit is turned on. 

6. Using any browser-enabled device (smartphone/tablet/laptop/PC/Mac), connect to the        
wifi network “Zantiks”. Type the IP address for your Zantiks unit into the address bar of                
the web browser to connect to the Home page. 

7. Your web browser should now display the Zantiks Control Console/Home page. 

 
Figure 4. Zantiks AD as viewed from the back of the unit.  
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4.2. The Zantiks Control Console / Home page  

The Zantiks Control Console is your Home page. In the centre of the page you will find your                  
Zantiks unit’s licence number. Figure 5 details all the areas of access described in the following                
sections. 

From the console page you have access to:  

A. Zantiks Status and Control - the current status of the unit (“Current service:”), the              
current status of the experiment (*RUNNING* or *IDLE*) and Shutdown access. 

B. Services - access to all the services (i.e., experiments) ready to run. 

C. Administration - all data and directory files held on the unit’s internal storage are              
accessed here. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. The Zantiks Home page. 
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4.2.1. A) Zantiks Status and Control 

1. "Set ID": You can set the subject’s ID (i.e., the identification name or reference given to                
the individual subject - or group) in the Set ID box. Type in the subject ID (e.g., Fish 1)                   
and click the Set ID button. The subject ID name then displays in the data output. 

2. “Shutdown”: The unit must be shutdown from this interface before the unit is turned off at                
the power socket. Units should be shut down each day after use. 

3. "Current service": On the second line, the current service chosen is displayed (i.e. test1              
in Figure 5). If **None** is shown, no service is selected.  

4. "IDLE"/"RUNNING": If the unit is currently running an experiment, the word *RUNNING*            
will appear in a pink banner. *IDLE* indicates the experiment is not currently running.  

5. “Identification”: When operating multiple Zantiks units from this console, the subjects’ ID            
for each unit can be added here. 

4.2.2. B) Services 

The Zanscript services are uploaded experiments created using scripts, which the unit is set to               
run. 

1. Slots 1-20 - Twenty services can be loaded here at any one time. To run an experiment,                 
click on the relevant slot which lists the experiment/service’s name. This service will then              
be detailed after “Current service” (see Figure 4). 

4.2.3. C) Administration 
1. “Disk Space” - Media: 25436 Mb System: 1065 Mb: The 25 Gb indicates the space left                

on the unit’s internal storage. There is approximately 25 Gb space for images, videos              
and data. Images, videos and data files can be downloaded directly to any computer or               
device and deleted from the system to free up storage space on the unit. If all the disk                  
space is used, the unit will not work. Regular removal of files is recommended. When               
less than 500 Mb remains the Disk Space line will turn red, as a warning. 

2. "Settings": This is where experiments are assigned to Slots 1-20 in the Services section.  

3. "Services directory": Compiled scripts will save here as .zex files. This directory will not              
need to be accessed, other than to delete a script from the unit.  
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4. "Assets directory": This is where arena settings and reference images save. The unit             
comes preloaded with arenas that match the inserts supplied. A reference image is             
taken at the beginning of each service to enable accurate tracking of subjects. Only one               
reference image is ever stored at a time. Each time a new service is run, a new                 
reference image automatically overwrites the previous service’s image.  

5. "Media directory": If a script is programmed to record a video or a still image is taken                 
during the experiment, it saves to the Media Directory. 

6. "Data files": The data from an experiment are saved as .csv files and can be accessed                
here. Each experiment saves both individual subject files and compiled files. All subjects’             
individual data is saved independently into individual files. The system also saves data             
into a compiled file for all subjects that perform the same experiment in the same day.                
Data files can be downloaded directly onto any device connected to the unit (i.e.,              
smartphone, PC, Mac, etc.). 

7. "Units Online": All Zantiks units connected to the network can be quickly accessed from              
this area. 

8. “Refresh”: This will refresh the connected device’s screen with any updates if the device              
is dormant for a while. 

9. "Capture image": You can take a still image from the camera by clicking on this button, it                 
will take you to a screen showing the captured image. 

10. "Live video": Live video allows real-time monitoring of the subject and stimuli. Services             
can be started from this view, should you wish to check the subject before the               
experiment commences, by clicking RUN.  

11. "Zanscript": This is where you can create or edit your scripts. You will see a list of current                  
experiments on the system. You can edit them by clicking on ‘Edit’. (See section 5.2.3               
for more details.) 

12. "Run": Once the subject ID is set and the experiment is chosen (the correct ‘Current               
service’ will display on the Home page), click Run to start the service. Ensure the subject                
is in the unit! 

13. "Stop": Click ‘Stop’ to stop the service mid-experiment (this is not a pause).  
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5. Using the Zantiks Unit  

5.1. The services  

All experiments carried out by the Zantiks units use Zanscript software. The unit comes              
preprogrammed with a number of ‘settings’ and ‘sample’ experiment scripts to quickly run             
commonly-used paradigms, such as conditioned place preference or 5-choice serial reaction           
time task. The ‘sample’ scripts are easy to replicate and/or edit in order to create experiments.                
The sample scripts will include ‘settings’ scripts. The ‘settings’ scripts assign tracking and             
detection parameters to the script and should not need editing. Both the ‘sample’ and ‘settings’               
scripts will be included in the list in the Zanscript directory. These preprogrammed ‘services’ are               
preassigned to the services buttons on the Home page. Up to 20 ‘services’ can be uploaded at                 
any one time. 

❖ Ensure that the correct inserts are placed into the test tank to run each experiment.  

5.2. Navigate to the Zanscript directory 

The Zancript link (bottom centre of the Home page) brings up the Zanscript directory. This page                
is a listing of all the Zanscripts saved on the unit (see Figure 6). The sample scripts, the                  
‘settings’ scripts and any newly created or uploaded scripts are accessed here. 

 
Figure 6. Zanscript directory page. All scripts loaded onto the unit can be found here.  

 

5.2.1. Explore a sample script 

Clicking the script’s name brings up a read-only file of the script. The ‘Edit’ button, allows                
changes to be made to the scripts from the Zanscript Online Development page. Figure 7 shows                
an example of a preloaded sample script in the Zanscript Online Development environment. The              
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‘sample’ scripts are annotated with descriptions of each command. The comments always follow             
a hash and will appear in brown text.  

5.2.2. Edit a sample script 

Once familiar with some of the sample scripts, you may want to make edits to create your own                  
experiment. Click the ‘’Edit’ button to make changes (see Figure 6). Typical edits include:  

● Trial times: DEFINE commands can be edited in order to lengthen or shorten trials within               
the experiment. For example, baseline or, probe measures and intertrial interval times            
can all be changed.  

● Types of stimuli: The colour, shape or style of the stimuli may be edited.  

● Stimulus exposure: The number of times aspects of the experiment can be performed by              
the system. For example, repeating a stimulus exposure 8 times (see Figure 7). 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Zantiks Online Development environment. This is an example of an annotated sample script.  
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5.2.3. Create a new script 

To ensure no permanent changes are made to the sample scripts, a good practice is to copy the                  
script into a new script file.  

1. From the Zanscript directory, click Create New, enter a new file name and click Create               
file (see Figure 6). 

2. This brings up the Zanscript Online Development page and a scripting box (see Figure              
8). 

3. Alternatively, you could write a new script, or copy and paste elements of scripts from               
other sample Zanscript files. 

❖ The script will not autosave as you write so click on the Save button at the top of                  
the page at regular intervals. 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Create a new script. 
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5.2.4. Create and load a new service 

Once the script is complete, click the Build button (found both at the top and bottom of the                  
page). This saves the script and brings up the Zanscript Compiler page (see Figure 9). The                
compiler page details any errors or warnings found in the script. It also tells whether the build is                  
successful or not.  

1. A long line warning will appear if your script has notes - this does not effect the script so                   
ignore these warnings. 

2. To go back into the script and make changes, click the Edit/Rebuild link at the bottom of                 
the page. 

3. If the script has built successfully, navigate to the Home page using the Home link at the                 
bottom of the page. 

 

 
Figure 9. Zanscript Compiler page. This page will tell if there are any errors in the script.  
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4. While on the Home page make a note of any empty slots, or slots with services that can                  
be overwritten, to upload a ‘new service’.  

5. Navigate to the Settings page (click the link on the Home page). The Settings page               
includes ‘Zanscript shortcuts’. The numbered slots are used to load scripts to the Home              
page. In the correct number box chosen to set the new service, type the scripts name                
(from the file compiled; e.g.,  COPYaversionlearninggreen) and click Set (see Figure 10). 

 
Figure 10. Settings page. Scripts can be assigned to the Home page buttons from the settings page.  

6. The system will indicate whether a successful link occurs (see Figure 11). 

7. Using the Home link navigate back to the Home page, where the new ‘service’ is seen                
under the relevant slot (see Figure 4). The new service is now ready to run!  

 
Figure 11. Successful service upload. 
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5.2.5. Edit a ‘service’  

If at any time you want to change any of the elements in the ‘service’/experiment go back to the                   
Zanscript directory page, click on the Edit button for the relevant experiment. In the              
experiment’s Zanscript page, make the edits and click on the Build button. This will update the                
Zanscript and the ‘service’, so that when you next run this ‘service’ it will take into account your                  
changes. 

5.2.6. Run a ‘service’ in the Zantiks unit 

1. Click on the ‘service’ that you have just uploaded. The name of the service should               
appear as the ‘Current service’ at the top of the page. 

2. Click on the ‘Live Video’ button in the bottom centre of the Home page to see a live                  
video of the test environment (see Figure 12). The clock at the bottom shows GMT               
(Greenwich Mean Time). When no service is running in the unit, the bottom centre              
shows the status of the unit, *IDLE*. 

3. Click the ‘Run’ button at the bottom right of the screen to start the experiment. Note that                 
the bottom centre will now show the status *RUNNING* in a pink bar. A stopwatch at the                 
bottom of the video screen will change to show the live time of the experiment in                
seconds. 

4. To stop the experiment at any time, click on the ‘Stop’ button at the bottom right of the                  
screen. This halts the experiment and clicking ‘Run’ again starts the experiment from the              
beginning. There is no pause button. 
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Figure 12. Live video page. 
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